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Matrix Switcher input card - 
hdMi with audio eMbedding
FLx-hi4a

Matrix Switcher input card - 
hdbaSet
FLx-bi4

Matrix Switcher output card  - 
hdbaSet with audio de-eMbedding
FLx-bo4a
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Liberty AV Solutions’ Intelix devices along with 
our Liberty Wire & Cable products are perfect for 
residential applications, including whole house 
audio/video distribution and home theaters.

residential intelix product showcase
We can help you select the right products at the 
right price to create a professional and reliable 
signal distribution environment that also helps 
keep you profitable at the same time.

Intelix FLx-88 matrix provides switching, 
scaling, format conversation, audio 
embedding and audio de-embedding all in a 
modular, card-based package. The Flex Matrix 
replaces a rack full of traditional gear. 

Each system is fully compatible with other 
Intelix HDBaseT electronics, including twisted 
pair extenders, auto switching wallplates, and 
presentation switchers. 

FLx-88 
FLexibLe card-baSed Matrix Switcher - 8 input x 8 output

digi-hd60c-r
digi-hd60c-S
hdbaSet hdMi over twiSted pair receiver with power and controL
The Intelix Digi-hD60c features power over HDBaseT (POH), allowing flexible power on either the 
transmitter or receiver. It leverages HDBaseT technology for enhanced transmission over shielded 
and unshielded twisted pair cabling. Plus, compatible POH devices will power or be powered by the 
DIGI-HD60C. Built-in bi-directional RS232 and IR control provide additional versatility.

SKYpLaY-Mx-r
SKYpLaY-Mx-S
proFeSSionaL wireLeSS hdMi receiver & Sender
The Intelix SKYPLAY-MX allows multiple unique systems to operate in the same area. It also 
constantly monitors sources of wireless interference and, when necessary, automatically changes 
broadcast channels. It is specifically designed for demanding custom install and commercial 
applications, including those with WiFi and other sources of wireless interference. 

vga-hd
vga & Stereo audio to hdMi converter
The Intelix VGA-HD is ideal for applications requiring analog computer integration into a digital network, 
such as a home office. It maintains native resolutions to ensure pristine video and has a compact 
design for easy installation. The dynamic EDID compatibility ensures that PCs default to compatible 
output resolutions and has built-in EDID presets for common 16x9 and 16x10 output resolutions.


